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COMMODORE’S REPORT 
Nigel Knowles 

 
Your Esteemed Commodore at Sea 
 
February was another very busy month at the Club with the majority of the Committee and Staff focusing on 
organizing and hosting the famous Pineapple Cup/Montego Bay Race.  Firstly, I must say a huge thank you to 
the MBYC Staff, Sea Horse Grill Staff, volunteer Committee members and especially the volunteer Pineapple 
Cup Committee, headed up by Evelyn Harrington.  The level of work they all put in to make this a success was 
massive and ensured that all the competitors, guests and members could enjoy this prestigious event.  It is 
hard to single out any one person for their contribution as everybody truly put in outstanding efforts.  
However, I feel a couple of individuals should indeed be recognized.  Firstly, our excellent Acting Dock Master, 
Dawson Morrison.  Nobody really knows how he managed to go a whole week with almost no sleep 
whatsoever and yet remain polite, helpful and professional to all of our visiting boats and members.  
Additionally, our finish line volunteer and stalwart, John May, who comes down from New York for every 
Pineapple Cup so that he can meet the racing yachts as they cross the finish line, day or night.  John is a truly 
dedicated supporter and key member of the organizational team who could often be found catching 40 winks 
on a banquette in the restaurant.   I also wish to acknowledge Race Organizer Evelyn Harrington and her Race 
Committee; Jo Meany, Julia Magnuson Ford, Lyn and Bryan Langford and Julie Knowles.  The level of work that 
Evelyn and her team put in for the 6 months prior to the race was incredible and hugely generous.  From 
organising the race logistics, to securing sponsors, to making all the post race parties and awards dinner such 
fabulously fun and memorable events - they all need a big thank you indeed.  
 
And finally, I would be remiss if I did not take this opportunity to thank our small army of dedicated volunteers 
on the ground and the water who worked enthusiastically and tirelessly with the Pineapple Cup Committee to 
make every aspect of this event such a success.  Some of our volunteers flew in from other cities and countries 
to help us.  They were there for us organizing and working in the nerve centre each day, manning the 
duty/radio officer desk in 4 hours shifts 24 hours a day, hosting boats, managing the container operations, 
donating and driving their boats so that could meet the finishing boats, managing and repairing the dock space 
for incoming boats, chilling and doling out the beer, editing chefs’ logs, and coming out to support us at the 
parties and on the dock meeting incoming boats.  In short, they were the tireless and generous people that 
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helped to make it all happen on the ground and in the water.  No event can succeed without this kind of 
support. I am truly grateful for the donations of their time and, in some cases, money.   
 
I was not personally here during the initial phase of this biannual event, as I was riding Miss Jamaica with a 

number of other members representing Jamaica in the race.  Others are 
commenting on this elsewhere in this newsletter, but I do want to say how 
thrilled I was to take part in this race with this group of fine people in what was 
some of the hardest race conditions ever experienced in the history of the 
Pineapple Cup.  Specifically, I want to acknowledge our Youth Commodore, my 
daughter Zoe, who is officially the youngest person to ever take part in the 
race, even if she was initially not that happy as we crossed the start line in 
huge winds and massive seas.  But she stuck it out and demonstrated true 
perseverance and dedication.  Even when her father was smashing himself to 

bits and bleeding all over the boat, she just rolled her eyes and carried on sailing.  
  
My final word on this event is this; the Pineapple Cup, like our Fishing Tournament and Easter Regatta, clearly 
demonstrates what a wonderful Yacht Club we have.  It makes me very proud to be able to carry the title of 
Commodore when we showcase ourselves in such an incredible way with such a fine group of people.  Every 
visiting boat told me personally that MBYC was the friendliest and most welcoming Yacht Club they had ever 
visited.  Those who return, race after race, say it is down to the hospitality offered by our club and members 
who make the effort to ensure that this challenging and historically important race so worthwhile.  Wonderful 
words indeed.  Thank you to all who so generously give their time, money and energy to help to make our club 
so strong.  
  
We now have our new club manager, Taddy, in position and settling in nicely. Welcome Taddy.  
  
Even with the committee throwing themselves heart and soul into making the Pineapple Cup such a great 
event, they still pushed on to make other improvements to the club and dock.  The refurbishment of the 
Clubhouse progressed with more chairs being reupholstered after the painting in the bar was completed.  
March will see the main foyer being painted and other makeover improvements continuing around the main 
building.  However, do not think for a moment that our dock is being neglected.  We have installed 4 brand 
new pedestals to replace the old ones that were vandalized or simply falling apart.  Furthermore, we are 
working to establish a better power supply to the dock and hope to order a large number of additional 
pedestals to further upgrade our dock facilities.  Repairs have been undertaken and additional cleats have 
been installed and moorings dropped for a number of vessels.  This is a large project but the Committee is 
committed to completing these upgrades within a very short timescale, providing we get the support we have 
been promised.  Once the capital equipment has been delivered, the work will be scheduled and completed.   
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The Tennis court donors are hoping to see progress on the courts.  The contractor returned last week and will 
hopefully return in March.  However, they request that those members that have offered to make a donation 
to the project please make good on their promises.  This will ensure that the contractor can resume work 
without further disruption.  The Club can finally have a new tennis court and the property in front of the club 
can be transformed from a building site to its former glory. 
 

PINEAPPLE CUP CHRONICLES 
Carole Small 
 

 
Crew of Miss Jamaica 
Back Row left to right:  Dave Lemke, Marcus Cholerton-Brown, Richard Hamilton, Zoe Knowles, Peter 
Harper, Tony Riley and Jim Wilson.  Nigel Knowles kneeling (as he should) in front. 
 
The crew aboard ‘Miss Jamaica’ was comprised of eight sailors.  Our local crew of 5 – Richard Hamilton, Peter 
Harper, Jim Wilson, Nigel Knowles and Zoe Knowles, plus the boat owner’s representative, Marcus Cholerton-
Brown from the UK, a sailing colleague of Marcus’ from the US, Dave Lemke, and a dear friend of Nigel’s from 
the UK, Tony Riley. 
 
I was lucky (?) enough to accompany the Jamaica crew to Fort Lauderdale and to meet the other sailors.  In all, 
we were there for 4 days.  It’s hard to describe the excitement and pure craziness that was packed into those 
4 days.  Between socializing (aka drinking) and sleeping, the crew managed to organize and transport the boat, 
buy and prepare provisions, purchase gear, and terrorize Fort Lauderdale.  I returned to Jamaica the day after 
the start of the race with a cold and a desperate need for sleep. 
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Evelyn arranged for Jo Meany, Melinda (Dave’s partner) and I to accompany 
her on the start boat.  The howling wind and the 7 ft swells were somewhat 
terrifying to me, but the Race Committee managed to execute a flawless start.  
And away they flew!  
 
 
 
 

 
Following are three exciting, insightful and hilarious stories written by Zoe Knowles, Tony Riley and Jim Wilson, 
describing their amazing adventures.  Enjoy! 
 

 
Pineapple Reflections 
Tony Riley 

 
Tony Riley Riding Miss Jamaica 
 
It was with excitement and some trepidation that I arrived in Fort Lauderdale to join the crew of Miss Jamaica 
to compete in the 2015 Montego Bay Race.  This famous 811 mile race, one of the ‘classics’ in ocean racing, 
was described as an ‘all points of sailing race’ with the promise of superb hospitality at the Montego Bay 
finish.  
 
As Team Easy Skanking came together for pre-race bonding and preparation, as an overseas guest, I began to 
wonder what role I would play, how the crew would gel, how would the boat (a J120) perform? Over a few 
social drinks, my apprehension was eased as I was introduced to MoBay stalwarts Nigel, Richard, Peter, Jim 
and Zoe, who together with David from Tampa and Marcus, our Essex born skipper, completed the crew. In a 
moment of alcohol induced weakness I agreed to be navigator, being assured by the MoBay collective of their 
considerable local knowledge.  Lingering doubts emerged when I learnt that the crew included two current 
Commodores and two past Commodores.  Questions flashed through my mind; how would the ‘Commodore’ 
dynamics play out, would they all agree on strategy, how should I address them and most of all what is the 
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collective noun for a group of Commodores?  Race day arrived and Miss Jamaica was early away from the dock 
to allow for some pre-race practice in a brisk NE wind. Other boats soon joined us and very soon we were off 
on our long journey to MoBay, beating into a stiff breeze and a lumpy sea.  The mood, sitting on the weather 
rail, was buoyant as we maintained our position against similar size boats. As time went on the cold and wet 
conditions started to take their toll however, and only the hardy kept vigil on the rail. The consensus was that 
once across the Gulf Stream and after the turning mark (Great Issac) we would be able to ‘free off’. 
Unfortunately this much promised phrase continued to disappoint as the ‘on wind’ conditions tracked our 
progress for most of the race. 
 

After much discussion amongst the local cognoscenti, our chosen course 
took us east of Eluthera and Cat Island, between Long Island and Crooked 
Island and onto the Windward Passage at the eastern tip of Cuba. Again 
the promise of downwind sailing failed, and apart from a few brief false 
starts with the asymetrics, one or two reefs in the main and the No 3 
blade remained the sail plan of choice for most of the race. The changing 
wind direction saw us sail both south and north of the rhumb line course 
to MoBay, with the winds (20-30kn), confused seas and periodic torrential 
rain continuing to challenge the resolve of Team Easy Skanking. 

Conditions below were wet and uncomfortable and several crew sustained minor injuries. Morale remained 
high however as the crew was well sustained with galley delights prepared by Jim, our ‘Chef de Cuisine’. 
 
At last, early on day 5 as we approached Guantanamo Bay, a wind shift in our favour and we were heading for 
the finish, albeit still with the wind forward of the beam. The VMG figures were looking pretty good and we 
were anticipating an ETA in the early hrs of Thursday morning. The weather however had different ideas.  
 
The wind disappeared slowly and we learned the true meaning of the term ‘light and variable’. The fitful 
breeze first promised and then disappointed as we drifted slowly towards our destination.  As we sat within 
sight of MoBay for about six hours, numerous sail changes disturbed the sleeping crew on the leeward rail. 
Numerous calls were made to the race committee to advise and update our ETA as our frustratingly slow 
progress was interspersed by periods of no wind and current induced movement in the opposite direction.   
 
Just as team spirit was flagging the new breeze filled in and the light asymmetric puffed up to carry us 
forward. A succession of well-executed gybes took us closer to the coast and finally the finish line was in sight. 
As we approached the line the Committee boat was racing to be on station in time for our finish, but we 
prevailed. Our adventure was complete with an elapsed time 3 minutes short of six days. 
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The welcome into MoBay for Miss Jamaica lived up to all expectations, 
Family and friends were on the dock to greet the returning crew and 
hand over well-earned cold bottles of the infamous Red Stripe. The 
partying continued in the afternoon sunshine and onwards to the 
evening. The reputation as the most friendly and welcoming club in the 
Caribbean was confirmed. Reflecting on the experience left a real sense 
of achievement. A classic year for a classic ocean race. Crew spirit 
remained high throughout despite challenging conditions and all points 
sailing to windward.   
 

From a personal perspective, one question remains unanswered…. What is the collective noun for a group of 
Commodores?  Google suggests possibly a flush of…, a fleet of … , a confusion of … or even a bridge of…… I 
remain unconvinced. Suggestions on a postcard please. 

 
 
Challenges, Courage and Smelly Old Men 
Zoe Knowles 

 
Zoe Knowles steering Miss Jamaica 
 
Well all I can say is “That was quite an experience for me!” 
 
The Pineapple Cup is an offshore ocean race, consisting of 811 nautical miles, from Fort Lauderdale (Florida) to 
Montego Bay (Jamaica). This event took our boat almost 6 complete days to the minute to complete. The race 
began at 1 PM on Friday Feb 6th and our elapsed time was 5 days,  23 hours, 27 minutes and 15 seconds.  We 
arrived at MBYC a little after 1 PM on Thursday Feb 12th. 
 
The team I raced with was comprised of 8 sailors (including myself).  There were 5 Jamaican locals on board, 
including my father, plus a friend from the UK, a US sailor, and the boat representative from the UK. The boat 
my team used, was originally called 'Sunset Child', however, as the boat was sailed by a Jamaican team, we re-
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named her 'Miss Jamaica'.  Our crew name was Easy Skankin’, although in hindsight we should have called 
ourselves “The Commodores” as half the crew have held or are currently holding Commodore positions at 
MBYC. 

 
This race was a huge challenge for me since I had never competed in an offshore 
race, or even sailed a boat bigger than 22 ft. All I can truly say is that this race was 
811nm of hell! The fear of not having any land in sight at all times of the day and 
night was terrifyingly overwhelming, and the bleakness of the night without 
knowing where you are or what is beneath you was horrifying. Plus, the all male 
crew with an average age of 55 years was not much help to a 16 year old girl. 
Several times I actually thought to myself that I would rather be at school than be 
sailing like this!  However, this race was an amazing experience. After the first two 
days, I got used to the feeling of constantly rocking (which I am still trying to get 
over) and started to enjoy myself. I got to see the true beauty of the water and 
(mostly) overcome my fear of the sea. And because of the lack of light pollution, I 
was also able to see all the constellations above the mast brighter than I ever have 

before. I was also able to bond with the crew, some of whom were people I know well, and others who I had 
never met before.  
 
I originally thought that I would never compete in an offshore race like this again, but I received some words 
of wisdom from several racers and spectators. The racers (some of which had competed in this race many 
times) said that this was the most difficult Pineapple Cup they had ever competed in. They also said that if I 
can do this, then I can do anything in my sailing career.  

 
However, I truly received my boost of courage when my youth 
sailing students came to welcome me once I had finished the race. 
They all said that I was their inspiration and their hero (which 
actually made me cry). They told me that they tracked me every day 
(Shiv woke up early and came to the club to see if I had arrived and 
Regina did a report on me at school). They told me that they wanted 
to be just like me when they grow up. And that's when I decided 
that I will do this race again, but only if it's with them or my sailing 
friends, because being with old smelly men isn't going to cut it. (Oh, 
and only if there’s at least one other girl on board).  
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Hard Ride on Miss Jamaica 
As told by Jim Wilson (from the “down below” perspective) 
 

 
Jim Wilson receiving the Cook on the Last Boat to Arrive Award 
 

Chapter One – Getting Started 
 
In 2009, I sailed the Pineapple Cup on with Bill Terry and eight other guys on Bill’s J-120, Tampa Girl. One of 
those guys was Brian. We seldom saw him on deck. He was the chief steward, cook, bottle washer & general 
“try to keep some kind of order down below” guy. We thought he spent a lot of time in his pilot berth reading. 
We joked that for anyone to take on a job like that he must have wanted to disappear for a while, avoid the 
law or an angry girlfriend. Both seemed plausible. 
 
But we got fed. And once a day Brian would come up for air for a few minutes, take a spin on the wheel or the 
rail and then disappear again. Actually, we all did, three hours at a time, on watch/off watch. We all had jobs 
to do, even if it was just sitting on the rail with the spray soaking you. In the middle of the night, tight reaching 
in 20 knots Brian’s job didn’t seem that bad, in fact any one of us would have gladly traded places with him in 
a flash.   
 
Spring forward to 2015.  The Montego Bay Yacht Club mounted a team to race the Pineapple Cup, in a J-120, 
this time code named “Miss Jamaica” who we promised to Ride Hard.  Richard Hamilton was the motivating 
force, Commodore Nigel Knowles, Peter Harper & I the early adopters, as it were, of the idea. The chartered 
boat came with skipper Marcus Cholerton-Brown, a veteran of nearly 100,000 miles of ocean racing, and the 
team was rounded out with Tony Riley, an old school chum of Nigel who flew in from the UK, Dave Lemke, a 
passionate ocean racer from Tampa, Florida and at the last minute, Zoe  Knowles, Nigel’s 16 year old daughter, 
the MBYC junior sailing instructor and Junior Sailing Commodore. 
 
For reasons that are not exactly clear to me even now, I took on the job of organizing the logistics of the trip: a 
van in Ft Lauderdale, hotel rooms for the crew, meal planning and provisioning list and various other little 
jobs, leading to my blurting out the night before the race, no doubt a bit under the influence, “I’ll probably be 
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making the meals”. It only seemed to make sense, I wrote the menus and supervised the shopping – and how 
hard could it be? Brian had made it seem a piece of cake. Nobody argued. Hmmm! 
 
Race day morning we all met at Einstein’s Bagel Shop, for breakfast, then over to Publix market for Day One 
lunch sandwiches. The boat was watered and we cleared out about 11 am for a bit of practice before the start. 
Already the wind was 20 knots and the decision was made to go with the heavy Dacron mainsail with three 
reefs and the 100% jib. The weather forecast promised plenty of wind, and on the nose.  The mainsail showed 
that it had seen plenty of these conditions before.  
 
After a pretty decent start at 1306h everyone settled on the rail for lashings of salt water. The premade 
sandwiches were a good idea and went down easily and well. Except for Richard. Seasick victim # 1. Zoe not 
too well either.  
 
Pretty lumpy down below and heeled about 40 degrees. Wish I had bought another round of sandwiches but I 
have stuff to make them. Carole chopped up a kilo of red pepper, celery and green onion and they are on ice 
in the frig. Just add mayo and tuna, salmon or egg and you have the filling for a pita or a wrap. We’ll see how 
that goes tomorrow. But first, supper tonight. Everyone has been on deck since 11 AM so the watch system 
will have to start at sundown.  
 
Dinners are “boil in a bag” freeze dried meals. It’s about now I realize my first mistake. I was not on board for 
the stowing of the provisions and Tony’s and Zoe’s memories were not perfect as to what went where. 
Storage on a 40 ft sailboat is a collection of nooks and crannies, usually behind seat back cushions or 
underneath other stuff. For sure, except for a few things, it is not in reach of the galley. Even what is in the 
galley is not that reachable as the little cubbies are oddly shaped, and stuff is “layered”. So where are the 
dinner meals? They came in a compact bucket which would easily fit in the lazarette just beside the galley. I 
seem to remember seeing that bucket on the dock as we were pulling out. Seems they were down loaded 
from the bucket into a large lidded plastic tub which is now under the vee berth forward of the head. (see 
Getting Around) 
 

Did I mention that the cabin floor is where the spare sails are kept; or that the 
port and starboard berths are occupied by the off watch crew, as is the pile of 
sails. There is, except for an overhead rail port & starboard over the settee 
berths and one post at the forward corner of the sink, almost nothing to grab 
onto when down below. Especially in the galley. Fortunately we are on port 
tack (and will be for most of the next five days). The galley is on the port side 
just inside the companionway. Gimbaled stove on the left, cooler in the middle, 
sink on the right. Across the front of the stove is a safety strap. (more on safety 
harnesses later).  If working at the stove one can pass the strap behind the 
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small of one’s back and clip it to the eyes at each side of the stove. There you are, a bit like a window cleaner 
at the 29th floor. It works, except that very little of meal prep is done in front of the stove.  It is done in front of 
the cooler, the top of which is the only counter space, which has to be lifted to access the cooler. Did I 
mention that there is a 9 litre plastic jug of water on top of the cooler? Or that the crew keeps their water 
bottles in one side of the sink?  Or that we are heeled 40 degrees all the time and that now on day one, we are 
beating into steep 2 meter seas across the gulfstream.  
 

Fortunately, the Boil in a Bag meals are not that complicated (once you have 
found them, see Getting Around).  Put the kettle on (for 3 meals). Tuck several 
B.I.Bs in some reachable cranny. Cut off the top (they are very much like a 
foil/poly pkg of dried fruit with an internal zip seal). Fish out the little envelope of 
“drying agent”. Oh! It’s not right there on top?  
 
Zut! Find another container. Luckily I have bought some disposable bowls. Empty 
much of the contents until you find the little packet. It’s about the size of that 
little packet of sugar you get at the diner. Did I mention that it’s dark? Or that the 
FD food in some of the bags resembles little desiccator packets?  Anyway, you 
find it.  Press the mouth of the bag to seal and put it on the counter, on its side. If 
you stand anything up it will just leap over the little fiddle on the edge of the 

counter onto the floor and slide down into the water that is collecting under the chart table on the other side 
of the boat. You are not sure where that comes from but you are sure it’s not sanitary.  
 
Repeat with the other two bags. By now the kettle is boiling. Turn off the heat. Here the process gets really 
interesting. You are standing with your back to the companionway ladder. It is holding you up. You are really 
leaning 40 degrees, but you tell yourself you are vertical, because you know that it’s really the boat that’s 
leaning. The kettle is on top of the stove and it is leaning 40 degrees away from you. Now you are going to 
pour 2 cups of boiling water (exactly) into a measuring cup. This is an interesting exercise in optical illusion. 
The kettle is tilted wildly on the stove (theory says it is the only level spot on the boat). Boiling water should be 
splashing out, but it’s not (unless the boat lurches when it hits a particularly sharp wave). You have the 
measuring cup in your hand and you are going to pour 2 cups of boiling water from that wildly tilted kettle into 
that measuring cup which you are holding in your other hand.  
 
This is where your brain says,”the right hand doesn’t know what the left hand is doing”.  If you are right 
handed (like me) the brain says, “You are not really going to pour that kettle with your left hand, are you?” 
Umm, you guess not. So you switch. So you reach across and pick up the (tilted) kettle with your right hand. 
The instant you pick it up, it is no longer tilted the same as the stove. In fact it is perfectly level, same as the 
measuring cup in your left hand, same as your brain. Water is NOT pouring out of the kettle. The stove is still 
tilted wildly. What is real? You pour the water into the cup. It works. None spills. You and the kettle and the 
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cup are in an altered universe. The stove is in another. The kettle now has to cross the boundary again to sit 
on the stove. It does. Water does not pour out. You look at the measuring cup in your left hand. You can see 
that the water in the cup is level. But the cup is NOT tilted the way the kettle is.  
 
Now you are going pour that 2 boiling cups into the bag and re-seal it. Wait. You have not unsealed the bag.  

 
Zut! What to do? You look at the stove. There is space beside the kettle 
where you could rest the cup until the bag is re-opened. But the cup has 
never sat on the stove before. How will it know to “hold its water” while it 
makes the leap from your universe to the stove’s universe?  You gingerly 
reach the cup out toward the stove. Suddenly, the cup is on the stove. No 
water spills. There was a sensation that, just at the moment the cup should 
touch the stove you were, for an instant, in the same plane as the stove, and 
then an instant later, you were not. This will have to work with the baggie as 
well. Sure, when it’s dry, not so much a problem, but now we are going to 
pour boiling water from the cup, which must once again cross the universe 
threshold. Remembering the “right hand rule” you pick up the now open 
baggie with your left hand and the cup with your right. Almost unbelievably, 
it works. Repeat the whole process twice more. Yes Sir, three bags full (as it 
were) and lying on their sides on the counter, hydrating for 6 or 8 minutes. 

Wrap a spoon in a paper towel and pass up to the crew on deck.  
Fill the kettle and start again. Repeat for tea. Two folks aren’t eating so that reduces the work somewhat. 
Empty bags come back in and straight into the trash. Oops, someone didn’t re-seal his bag and dinner juice 
now joins the slop on the floor. Good thing your sea boots have a gecko-like grip, because this is now a tilted 
skating rink.   
 
You think to yourself that the astronauts on the International Space Station must experience something like 
this, even though they don’t even need the gimbaled stove, their capsule isn’t leaping and diving, the water 
can’t pour out anyway (or can it?) and there is no up or down, at least not without Velcro.  No wonder that 
Chris Hadfield is so cool. He should try the Pineapple Cup.   
 
Stand by for the coming chapters, which include 
Getting Around and Sleeping (and weightlessness) 
Breakfast and Lunch (easy and not so easy) 
Dressing and Undressing (where’s my stuff?) 
The Head (nearly impossible) 
Starboard Tack (the impossible just takes a little longer) 
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MBYC Youth Sailing 
Zoe Knowles, Youth Commodore 

 
 
SAVE THE DATE - YOUTH SAILING 
 
Saturday. April 4th 2015 - Youth Regatta MBYC (Mobay) vs RJYC (Kingston) to be held at MBYC.  
 
Tuesday 7th April - Friday 10th April 2015 - Easter Sailing Camp.  Improve your skills plus fun activities with 
Zoe. It's RAD. 
 
Youth Sailors check the YS FB page for more details which will be announced shortly. 

 
MBYC SAILING REPORT 
Mike Morse, First Rear Commodore 
 
Congratulations to Geronimo for winning the first series of the year with the Kingston boats.  They have 
definitely upped the competition with their presence!  Final results of the series are shown below. 
  
Next race day will be Saturday, March 14th, 11:00am start.  Trial format for racing that day will be 2 races, 
lunch break at the club, then 2 more races.  Updated calendar is on the website. 
  
Easter Regatta – we are planning on bringing back Mosquito Cove on Thursday, April 2, and an All Comers race 
out to half moon on April 6th.  Regatta class racing will be on Saturday the 4th, and Sunday the 5th.  We are 
glad to hear that Kingston will be represented at our Easter Regatta this year! 
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J/22 Kingston Series Results 
         9 Races, 1 Throwout 

          

            

  
24-Jan 

  
28-Feb 

  
01-Mar 

 
Total Place 

 
Race 1 Race 2 Race 3 Race 1 Race 2 Race 3 Race 1 Race 2 Race 3 

  Geronimo 1 8 (DNF) 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 11 1 

Zipper 3 2 3 2 4 3 1 1 1 16 2 

Defender 2 1 4 4 5 5 3 3 3 25 3 

Renegade 8 (DSQ) 4 2 3 2 2 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 37 4 

Nina 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 5 4 3 4 8 (DSQ) 4 44 5 

Ayahso 5 3 6 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 54 6 

Tsunami 4 5 5 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 8 (DNS) 54 7 

 

 
MBYC MANAGER’S REPORT 
Taddy Tavares, Club Manager 
 

 
 
Hello Members & Friends!! 
 
It is with pleasure that I introduce myself as the recently appointed Club Manager. Having been in the Tourism 
& Hospitality Industry for over 30 years, I hope to develop this experience to carry on the legacy of the Yacht 
Club as a friendly place to ‘meet & greet’. 
 
I realise the task at hand of creating new opportunities and enhancing the services at the Club is an immense 
challenge, one that I hope I will execute proficiently to the high expectations of all concerned.   I take this 
opportunity to profoundly thank the Management Committee for having selected me for this role and to the 
Members, most of whom I have had an affiliation with over the years, for the warm welcome and support in 
my first week on the job. 
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In the coming months I’ll report on upcoming functions and events as well as progress on dock and clubhouse 
improvements.  I would appreciate hearing from you if you have any suggestions for items that you’d like to 
see me address on a monthly basis in future issues. 

 
Exhibitions and Functions 
 
The following events were held in the month of February.   
 

 Church Group Sun Feb 15 (100 persons)        

 Art & Jewelry Exhibition Fri Feb 27th 

 Monday Night Mens’ Club Mon Feb 16th     (50 persons) 

 Birthday Parties: Sat Feb 21st (38 persons) and Sat 28th (15 persons) 
 
MBYC is a great location in an idyllic setting for all types of occasions - private parties & functions, weddings, 
or just a ‘dine out on the town’... any night of the week!! 
 

SEAHORSE GRILL:   Remember the Daily Special 
 
Mondays – Taco Night 

 Mondays: Taco night with beer or margaritas 

 Tuesdays: Wings night with Red Stripe Light 

 Wednesdays: Lobster Fete – 2 for 1 

 Thursdays: Steak Night – ‘It’s all about the beef” 

 Fridays: Buffet night and Happy Hour from 6 to 7pm 
 
 

OCEANS OF HOPE and BLUE PLANET ODYSSEY 
 
In mid January, the MBYC was honoured to host 2 inspirational and intrepid sailing programs, ‘Oceans of 
Hope’ and ‘Blue Planet Odyssey’, in the course of their round the world sailing voyages. 
 
On Friday, January 16th the Club hosted a welcoming cocktail party for the crews aboard the boats.  Members 
and visitors were able to meet and talk to the amazing people aboard the boats, and to learn firsthand about 
the missions, aims and accomplishments each of these amazing programs. 
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Oceans of Hope is a Sailing Sclerosis Foundation project that aims to change the perception of Multiple 
Sclerosis (MS), inspiring people with the disease to overcome their own personal challenges by telling the 
stories of those taking part in the first ever circumnavigation by a yacht crewed by people with MS.’ The boat 
is crewed by up to 10 international MS patients for each leg of the voyage. 
 
Here’s a link to their website:  http://www.sailing-sclerosis.org/ 
 

Blue Planet Odyssey is A round-the-world sailing rally from 2014-17, aiming to raise awareness of climate 
change and the most urgent issues facing our ocean.  The BPO folks organized a day with children from some 
of the local schools.  The kids were able to board one of the boats to see the technology that is being used in 
this expedition.  A representative of the Marine Park was also on hand to speak to the kids. 
 

 
 
Here is the link to their website:  http://cornellsailing.com/sail-the-odyssey/blue-planet-odyssey/ 
 
And a link to the article in the Jamaica Observer:  http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/news/Boats-on-around-
the-world-rally-in-MoBay-_18238586 

 
 

http://www.sailing-sclerosis.org/
http://cornellsailing.com/sail-the-odyssey/blue-planet-odyssey/
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/news/Boats-on-around-the-world-rally-in-MoBay-_18238586
http://www.jamaicaobserver.com/news/Boats-on-around-the-world-rally-in-MoBay-_18238586
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PINEAPPLE CUP PHOTO GALLERY 
 
Many photos of the Race and of events held during the Pineapple Cup have been uploaded to the Southern 
Ocean Racing Conference (SORC) Facebook site.   
Here’s a link to that site:  https://www.facebook.com/sorcsailing/photos_stream?tab=photos_stream 
Most of the Pineapple Cup sailing photos that appear in this newsletter are courtesy of Richard Hamilton, 
Nigel Knowles and I.   Thank you both so much.  The bad photos are all mine. 
 
From the top, right to left: 
1.  Miss Jamaica finally arrives in Jamaica! 
2.  Peter Harper testing out his wet weather gear in the shower 
3.  Miss Jamaica at the race start 
4.  Welcoming Miss Jamaica on the MBYC dock 
5.  Jim Wilson shows off his new blue shorts in Ft. Lauderdale – you can’t imagine the teasing... 
6.  Richard and Jim admire their new sunglasses in Ft. L 
7.  Prize Giving Dinner at the Club 
8.  Zoe at the helm of Miss Jamaica 
9.  Evelyn speaking at the Race Start party in Ft L 
10. Julie Knowles welcomes Zoe back to dry land and home 
11. Tony Riley on board Miss Jamaica – looking a bit queasy? exhausted? 
12. Jet Blue sponsored party at MBYC 
13. Lyn Langford doing a burgee exchange with Bill and Paula Bushelle.  Bill is a past Commodore of the Fort 
Walton Beach Yacht Club in Florida. 
14. Shockwave at the race start 
15. Dragon at the race start 
 
 

   

https://www.facebook.com/sorcsailing/photos_stream?tab=photos_stream
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MARCH QUIZ 

 
The correct answer to the January Quiz question was 1980, the year that Bob Marley’s album ‘Uprising’ was 
released.  Congratulations to Jan Fredrik Moe, one our faithful readers of the newsletter.  Thanks Mr. Moe. 
 

March Quiz Question, submitted by Jeff Brame:  What is the nautical etymology of the word ‘POSH”? 
 
Responses to:  carolesmall@shaw.ca 
 

SAILING QUOTE  
 
Sailing is the closest I can get to nature - it's adrenaline, fear, a constant challenge and learning experience, 

an adventure into the unknown. And of course there is nothing better than wearing the same T-shirt for 

days and not brushing my hair for weeks. 

Daria Werbowy 

 
 

http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/d/dariawerbo546311.html?src=t_sailing
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/d/dariawerbo546311.html?src=t_sailing
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/quotes/d/dariawerbo546311.html?src=t_sailing
http://www.brainyquote.com/quotes/authors/d/daria_werbowy.html

